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Intermediate to advanced C++ and Visual Basic developers will benefit  significantly from this book, particularly if they understand COM superficially,  but now need a complete understanding of both COM and COM+. Specifically, the  book will do the following:



    	
    Provide a thorough grounding in core COM concepts and then demonstrate how  these concepts are used to facilitate each COM+ service.

    
	
    Explain each COM+ service conceptually and then go into detail using what-if  scenarios and extensive code examples.

    
	
    Point out "gotchas", where the development reality differs from intuition and  documentation, providing workarounds where necessary.

    
	
    Fill in many missing details not found in supporting documentation, other  books, and articles.

    
	
    Fill in many details about supporting technologies not usually discussed in  detail—Microsoft's Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC), Resource  Dispensers, and so on.

    
	
    Demonstrate the "how-to" of COM+ with extensive supporting sample code in  both VB and C++, and at times, J++.

    
	
    Provide extensive source code demonstrating concepts discussed in the book  and advanced techniques that, though not specific to COM+, are generally  useful.

    


    Development managers might also find the conceptual explanations in this book  helpful in understanding the capabilities of COM+. However, the reader should be  comfortable programming in Visual Basic, C++, or both.
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iWork '09 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A portable guide to the most-used features of iWork '09, Apple's office productivity suite


	Even in a down economy, Macs are enjoying increased popularity. iWork '09 provides an alternative to Microsoft Office. This guide covers the key skills, tools, and shortcuts to help you make the most of the iWork applications:...
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Algorithms and Computation: 21st International Symposium, ISAAC 2010Springer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 21st Annual International Symposium on Algorithms and Computations (ISAAC 2010), held in Jeju, Korea during December 15–17, 2010. Past editions have been held in Tokyo, Taipei, Nagoya, Hong Kong, Beijing, Cairns, Osaka, Singapore, Taejon, Chennai, Taipei, Christchurch, Vancouver, Kyoto, Hong...
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The Greatness Guide: The 10 Best Lessons Life Has Taught MeHarperCollins, 2006

	The media sometimes calls me a

	leadership (or self-help) "guru." I'm

	not. I'm just an ordinary guy who

	happens to have learned ideas and

	tools that have helped many human

	beings reach their best lives and many

	organizations get to world class.





	But I must be really clear: I'm no...
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Handbook of Magnetic Materials, Volume 20North Holland, 2012

	Volume 20 of the Handbook of Magnetic Materials, as the preceding volumes, has a dual purpose. As a textbook it is intended to help those who wish to be introduced to a given topic in the field of magnetism without the need to read the vast amount of literature published. As a work of reference it is intended for scientists active...
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Advanced NXT: The Da Vinci Inventions Book (Technology in Action)Apress, 2007
This amply illustrated book is about building some of Leonardo da Vincis most famous inventions with LEGOs new breathtaking robot technology, the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT. In this book, you will revive such fascinating devices as the flying machine, the aerial screw, the revolving bridge, the double leaf spring catapult, and the armored car, five...
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Professional Assembly Language (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Professional Assembly Language
Every high level language program (such as C and C++) is converted by a compiler into assembly language before it is linked into an executable program. This book shows you how to view the assembly language code generated by the compiler and understand how it is created. With that knowledge you can tweak the...
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